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ABSTRACT:-This review paper based on the optical access fiber network as they are for the
most part in order to increase the bandwidth offered to the end users. As the delivered
bandwidth grows the data loss due to failures also arise. Optical access networks are evolving
towards the next generation The work is dedicated to find the shortest path in order to
increase the bandwidth (text file, audio and video), to transfer the data between the terminals
via packet data control and also save the data in backup path in order to protect the data from
malicious files.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The utilization of optical fibers in telecommunications has had an great important significance as of years,
in light of the fact that such innovation permits high rate and moderately relatively low attenuation. In
recent years, commercial solutions for optical handsets have had an extraordinary accomplishment
available. The Optical fiber interchanges have transformed ourselves from multiple points of view in the
course of the most recent four decades there is almost certainly that low-misfortune optical transmission
fibers have been basic to the huge achievement of optical correspondences innovation. There is most
likely that low misfortune optical transmission strands have been basic to the tremendous achievement of
optical interchanges innovation.

1.1 PRINCIPLES OF FIBER OPTIC COMMUNICATION
Fiber optic is a communication innovation that utilizations light pulses to exchange data starting
with one point then onto the next through an optical fiber. The data transmitted is basically
computerized data created by phone frameworks, satellite TV organizations, and PC frameworks.
An optical fiber is a dielectric barrel shaped waveguide produced using low-misfortune
materials, for the most part silicon dioxide. The center of the waveguide has a refractive file
somewhat higher than that of the external medium (cladding), with the goal that light pulses is
guided along the hub of the fiber by aggregate inside reflection
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Figure 1.1 Basic Fiber Communication
1.2 FIBER ACESS NETWORK
Because of both efficient and pragmatic reasons the centrality of broadband communication for the
network is becoming quickly setting off an explosion of fiber access network deployments, and therefore
giving incredible business chances to both system and network providers. Then again, data transmission
requesting applications, for example, top quality TV (HDTV), constant intuitive gaming, telemedicine,
broadband Internet benefit, and so forth and additionally client conduct (dependably on) are making
another test of productively and adaptably giving ultra-high transfer speed in the entrance systems. The
regular movement trademark for access arrange isn't uniform. The load of assorted channels is variable in
unmistakable eras as well as at various geographic areas. What's more, separated quality of service (QoS)
provisioning prerequisites are requested by different clients. Consequently, the planning calculation
structure for adaptable data transfer capacity assignment.

1.3 CHARACTERISTIC OF OPTICAL FIBER
The telecommunication and infrastructure of fiber optics and Its high bandwidth efficiency and low
attenuation features make it ideal for large transmission .Optical-fiber systems have many advantages
over mineral-based communication systems. Transmission and foundation. of fiber optics and Its high
data transmission productivity and low lessening highlights make it perfect for expansive transmission
and past .Optical-fiber frameworks have numerous favorable circumstances over mineral-based
correspondence frameworks.

Figure 1.3 Optical Fiber Infrastructure
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1.4 ADVANTAGES
The main advantages of optical FIBER are as follows :
 Large Bandwidth-distance item.
 Immunity to clamor and obstruction
 Very minimal effort per unit data transfer capacity
 Easy upgradability utilizing WDM innovation
 Tapping of flag from fiber without being identified – troublesome

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
This contributes algorithms and plans in the different areas of optical systems. This context, provides, a
compressive study on different works done in the field of networking systems of fibers. This review will
give a solid establishment to This context, provides the distinctive plans created all through this
proposition. In this work, an obstruction restricted remote system is considered, whereby control and
routing factors are limited the total of connection costs which depends upon both connection limits and
connection stream costs. System calculations dependent on the scaled angle projection technique, while
control and directing are performed on a node by-node basis, are exhibited. For these calculations, express
scaling lattices and step sizes are discovered which prompt more circulated execution, and which ensure
quick combination to a system setup fulfilling the optimality conditions
R Strobel - Fiber Optics in Access Network (FOAN), 2017 :A high performance copper-based transmission technology can enable fiber to the building
and fiber to the home installations in a cost-effective copper/fiber hybrid network ITU has
started a project for multi-gigabit copper access (MGfast , as a successor of the G. fast
technology with the goal to serve symmetric services with 10 Gbit/s aggregated rate for each
subscriber. This paper discusses network topologies for the hybrid network and technology
options for copper transmission to achieve the target rate and reach. Possible approaches.
MA Romero 2017:discusses
the
present
status
and
evolution
trends
for
passive
optical
networks (PONs). A brief historical overview is provided, leading to the recent NGPON2 (TWDM) standard. Next, the main technological contenders for the future PON generations are
discussed. Emphasis is given on the WDM-PON self-seeded configuration
SM Jung, KH Mun, et.al 2017:An optical signal suppression technique based on a cascaded SOA and RSOA is proposed
for the reflective passive optical networks (PONs) with wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM). By suppressing the downstream signal of the optical carrier, the proposed reflective
PON effectively reuses the downstream optical carrier for upstream signal transmission. As
an experimental demonstration, we show that the proposed optical signal suppression
technique is effective in terms of the signal bandwidth and bit-error-rate (BER) performance
J Mambretti, J Chen,C et.al 2016 :Many important societal activities are global in scope, and as these activities continually
expand world-wide, they are increasingly based on a foundation of advanced
communication services and underlying innovative network architecture, technology, and
core infrastructure. To continue progress in these areas, research activities cannot be limited
to campus labs and small local test beds or even to national test beds

3.PROJECT DESCRIPTION
3.1 SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION
The software configuration for our project is as follows:Operating System
:
Windows XP
Front end
:
JAVA
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MYSQL

 JAVA:- Java is new PC programming language created by Sun Microsystems. Java has a decent
opportunity to be the first extremely fruitful new computer language in a very long while. Advanced
programmers like it since it has a spotless, very much planned definition. Business likes it since it
overwhelms an imperative new application, Web programming.
 Java has several important features
 A Java program runs the very same route on all PCs. Most different languages permit little
contrasts in understanding of the benchmarks.
 It isn't only the source that is convenient. A Java program is a stream of bytes that can be kept
running on any machine. A translator program is incorporated with Web programs, however it
can run independently. Java projects can be conveyed through the Web to any customer PC.
 Java applets are safe. The translator program does not permit Java code stacked from the system
to get to neighborhood plate documents, different machines on the nearby system, or
neighborhood databases. The code can show data on the screen and convey back to the server
from which it was stacked.
A group at Sun reluctantly created Java when they chose that current coding languages couldn't tackle the
issue of disseminating applications over the system. C++ acquired numerous dangerous practices from the
old C dialect. Essential was excessively static and compelled, making it impossible to help the
advancement of expansive applications and libraries.

3.3 MYSQL
MySQL is a relational database management system (RDBMS) .The program keeps running as a server
giving multi-client access to various databases. MySQL is claimed and supported by a solitary revenue
driven firm, the Swedish organization MySQLAB, now an auxiliary of Sun Microsystems, which holds
the copyright to the majority of the code base. The task's source code is accessible under terms of the
GNU General Public License, and also under an assortment of exclusive understandings. "MySQL" is
authoritatively articulated (My S Q L), not "My spin-off"/maɪˈsiːkwəl/. This holds fast to the authority
ANSI articulation; SEQUEL was a prior IBM database dialect, an ancestor to the SQL dialect. The
organization does not disagree with the elocution "My continuation" or other nearby varieties.

3.3.1 Uses
MySQL is mainstream for web applications and goes about as the database part of the LAMP,

BAMP, MAMP, and WAMP stages (Linux/BSD/Mac/Windows-Apache-MySQLPHP/Perl/Python), and for open-source bug following instruments like Bugzilla. Its fame for use
with web applications is firmly attached to the fame of PHP and Ruby on Rails, which are
regularly joined with MySQL. PHP and MySQL are fundamental segments for running
prominent substance administration frameworks, for example, Drupal, e107, Joomla, WordPress
and some BitTorrent trackers. Wikipedia keeps running on MediaWiki programming, which is
composed in PHP and utilizations a MySQL database.
4. MODULE DESCRIPTION
4.1 Network Node Configuration :- Iteratively change every switch's part proportions and move activity
starting with one active connection then onto the next. This just controls the following bounce on a
packages way prompting jump by-bounce directing. On the off chance that rather we controlled way
rates, we would get source directing.
 Path Design:- Increase the split proportion to the connection that is a piece of the way at every
emphasis despite the fact that the normal cost by means of the following bounce switch may not be
the most reduced. On the off chance that rather we sent movement by means of the following jump
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switch with the most reduced normal value, we get Gallager's methodology, which is a separation
vector arrangement..
 Link Management:- Adapt split proportions powerfully and incrementally by diminishing along
connections that have a place with non-most limited ways while expanding along the connection that
is a piece of the way at each route.
 Account Blocker:- Detection system is starting checking the system movement for identifying
vindictive system exercises, for example, testing and trading off the passageways. All the enlisted
movement and their action results are followed.

4.2 DATABASE DESIGN
Database configuration is a gathering of intuitive information store. It is a powerful technique for
characterizing, putting away and recovering the data in the database. The database configuration is
autonomous of any social database administration framework and it is a coherent model. The consistent
plan is mapped by RDBMS utilized for execution. The information contained in the database can be
various application and clients. It keeps the unapproved from getting to information and guarantees the
security of information.

TABLE4.2 : ROUTING

4.3 INPUT DESIGN
Information configuration is a most amongst the most critical period of the system plan.
Info configuration is where the information got in the system are arranged and planned, in order
to get important data from the client, taking out the data that isn't required. The point of the info
configuration is to guarantee the greatest conceivable levels of precision and furthermore
guarantees that the information is available that comprehended by the user. The input
configuration is the piece of by and large framework structure, which requires extremely
watchful consideration. The goals considered amid info configuration are :
 Nature of information handling.
 Flexibility and careful quality of approval rules.
 Handling of properties inside the information records.
 Screen configuration to guarantee exactness and proficiency of the information association
with records.
Input design features can ensure the reliability of the system and produce result from accurate
data or they can result in the production of erroneous information.
4.4 OUTPUT DESIGN
Computer output is the most essential and direct wellspring of data to the client. Proficient,
comprehensible output configuration ought to enhance the framework's associations with the client and
help in basic leadership. A noteworthy type of output is the printed copy from the printer. The yield
gadgets to consider rely upon elements, for example, similarity of the devices with the framework,
reaction time necessities, expected print quality and number of duplicates required. . All hubs in the
system may leave or flop erratically. The segment the ceaselessly produced estimation information by
availabilities, where a source square blocks to the measure of the information created in one vacancy on a
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hub. Unmistakably, what number of schedule vacancies of information can be reserved relies upon the
extent of the node reserve storing.
A synchronization packet (ordinarily known as the planning reference signal) happens instantly before the
principal dynamic example on each line, and promptly after the last dynamic example (and before the
beginning of the flat blanking region).A system flowchart indicates ace records, exchange documents and
PC programs. Information Data are gathered and composed into gatherings of comparable information.
When recognized, fitting information media are chosen for preparing. The yield devices to consider
depends upon elements, for example, similarity of the gadget with the framework, reaction time
necessities, expected print quality and number of duplicates required. All nodes in the system may leave
or flop capriciously.

5.CONCLUSION
In this paper I have discussed the importance of fibers and the usage of optical fiber networking we can
reduce the data loss and networking transmission errors between the local hosts.we can transfer data from
source to destination through shortest path, packet data control and also we can control on data loss with
malicious files. This paper has been developed to satisfy all proposed requirements.. The system is highly
scalable and user friendly. All the framework objectives have been met. The framework minimizes the
issue emerging in the current manual framework and it takes out error level. The design of the database is
flexible ensuring that the system can be implemented.
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